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***** Introduction ***** 
 

    This report is designed to serve as a guide in finding your true vocation. At the same time an 

analysis of your personal characteristics, strengths or inhibitions, unused potential, karma, creativity, 

ability to earn money, work in relation to your employment etc., is given. At the end you will find a 

synthesis of the foregoing that will help you to summarize and clarify your mission in this life. 

Throughout this report numerous indications of possible vocations or professions related to your 

astrological influences are outlined. It is suggested that you reflect on this information so that in the 

end your own intuition can lead you to the best selection. 

 

 

 

 

***** Astrological Data of Birth ***** 
 

The birth chart is a map of the positions of the planets at the time and place of birth. For the benefit 

of students of astrology, these positions and other technical information is listed below: 

 
Sun     10 Pis 25               Neptune  22 Cap 32 

Moon    24 Lib 38               Pluto    28 Sco 04 

Mercury 23 Aqu 32               Asc.     29 Sco 01 

Venus   20 Pis 50               MC       15 Vir 24 

Mars    25 Aqu 07               2nd cusp  0 Cap 37 

Jupiter 14 Sco 39               3rd cusp  8 Aqu 12 

Saturn   3 Pis 45               5th cusp 15 Ari 52 

Uranus  24 Cap 52               6th cusp  9 Tau 33 

 

Tropical  Placidus   Standard Time observed  

GMT: 05:56:00   Time Zone: 5 hours West 

Lat. and Long. of birth place: 42 N 59    81 W 15 

 

Aspects and orbs: 
Conjunction:  7 Deg 00 Min 

Opposition :  6 Deg 00 Min 

Square     :  6 Deg 00 Min 

Trine      :  6 Deg 00 Min 

Sextile    :  4 Deg 00 Min
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***** Chapter 1 ***** 

Your individuality. Your personality. 

Your emotional needs. Your mentality. 

 

   To find the ideal profession, you have to know yourself first. There are activities you are suited for 

according to your nature, and others you are not. Your ideal occupation should favor the expression 

of your individuality (Sun) and your personality (Rising Sign), satisfy your emotional needs (Moon) 

and permit the development of your intellect (Mercury). 

 

YOUR INDIVIDUALITY: Sun in Pisces 

 

    You were born under the sign of PISCES and your ruling planets are Neptune and Jupiter, which 

endows you with great kindness, sensibility and mysticism. 

 

    Your Sun sign is MUTABLE and this will impel you to function as a COMMUNICATOR, either 

in thought or action. You won't feel comfortable in a leadership position, but rather in a subordinate 

position or service. 

 

    Pisces is a WATER sign which makes you receptive and intense. The success of your projects 

depends almost exclusively on your emotional state. You need to feel that others need you and that 

you offer a useful service. 

 

    You are romantic, idealistic and obliging. Your great sensibility leads you to feel sorry for the 

underprivileged and you are always willing to help and to sacrifice yourself for others. Your 

aspirations in life are more geared toward accomplishments in the emotional area than in the 

material. You are very intuitive and perceive everything that occurs around you. You will be sought 

out by your friends or family for the moral support you offer, which could bring a lot of tension 

because you tend to become too involved with their problems. 

 

    You express much affection and feeling for everyone. You enjoy nature, animals, art, and 

especially music. Your great artistic abilities will help you to channel your inspiration. You are very 

idealistic and people rarely see you as you are, which may cause you to suffer certain deceptions. 

 

    You were born to serve, to help, to collaborate, to understand and to cure. Your mission is to 

teach others to act from the heart and to be concerned. You will excel in humanitarian and artistic 

activities, in those of service and in everything where you can develop your sensibility, compassion 

and intuition. 

 

    To evolve, your spirit needs to learn to be more realistic, practical and concrete. You will have to 

become less fearful and allow yourself to integrate with life in all its aspects. You will have to avoid 

procrastination, laziness, shyness, and your tendency to evade problems which could easily lead you 

to take up some kind of vice. You will have to learn to organize and to manage your resources to 

avoid possible economic chaos. You are easily influenced and the success of your objectives 

depends to a large extent on the support that you receive. You have to overcome tendencies to 

excessive looking for approval or adopting the attitude of a victim, and assume your responsibilities. 
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YOUR PERSONALITY: Ascendant Scorpio 

 

    Others see you as a dynamic, authoritative and tenacious person. You are strong and confident in 

your objectives and are persevering and intense in everything you propose to do. 

 

    You express your opinions very honestly and sometimes your direct statements tend to irritate 

others. You are not one to hide your feelings and are very selective with whom you associate. You 

give yourself completely to those you like and require sincerity and genuineness of them. You are 

faithful and stable in your affections and don't tolerate or forgive lies or deceits. Your powerful 

intuition will allow you to discover all that is hidden from you. You are strongly attracted to occult 

sciences and mysteries in general and are likely to develop a strong potential for extrasensory 

perception. Because of your personal magnetism, you tend to attract everyone's attention without 

any effort on your part. 

 

    The profession you choose will have to permit you to develop your ability to investigate, your 

attraction to investigations, to find a balance between your emotions and your reason. Throughout 

your professional life you probably will experience times of contrast, great success and many 

limitations. Avoid jobs where the human element is not important. 

 

YOUR EMOTIONAL NEEDS: Moon in Libra 

 

    You express your emotions with much warmth and sweetness, especially to those people you 

love. You are very devoted to your mate, associates or close friends and depend much on their 

opinions. You make an effort to adapt yourself and to please others in order to be accepted. One of 

your problems is your doubt at times of making important decisions. You tend to hesitate and most 

of the time need others' opinions before making your own decision. 

 

    You have a warm way of expressing yourself that allows you to easily relate to others. You are 

complacent, amiable and diplomatic and try not to hurt others' feelings. Because of this, you 

sometimes hold back your real opinions. A pacifier by nature, you try to avoid direct confrontations. 

You enjoy quiet, well decorated and harmonious places and detest improper behavior, rudeness and 

roughness. You are popular in your social circle and receive many favors and demonstrations of 

fondness. 

 

    On the other hand, you have a strong sense of beauty that will allow you to do well in artistic 

areas. This astrological influence brings the possibility of gaining prominence and social 

recognition, especially if your work brings you in touch with the public. 

 

    Subconsciously, you have a strong fear of emotional uncontrollability and violence and because 

of this, you continually seek balance. In previous lives you may have depended entirely on other 

people for your survival or you may have been committed to an association, marriage or some other 

family link without being able to develop your personality. Because of this, you now find a sense of 

life when you are with others, but have strong doubts at the time of showing your own needs. In this 

incarnation you have to learn to express yourself with individuality, without the great fear of losing 

or complicating your present situation, and you have to abandon the silence or repression that drives 
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you to bear a grudge toward your superiors or co-workers. 

 

    The profession you choose will have to satisfy your emotional need to please and to be accepted. 

You need to be in touch with people and to find that your presence provides peace, harmony and a 

solution to conflicts between two or more parties. You also need to express your creativity and your 

enjoyment of beauty and art. 

 

YOUR MENTALITY: Mercury in Aquarius 

 

    You have a discriminating, original, creative and progressive mind with great capacity. You cling 

stubbornly to your own ideas and will not respond to impositions or orders from others. You are 

very curious, intuitive and a good observer. Your sharp mind is objective and you are clear in your 

opinions and will rarely be dominated by your emotions when speaking. You are very intelligent, 

which allows you to learn any subject quite rapidly, provided that you are interested and do not get 

bored with it. 

 

    Your way of communicating is open, spontaneous and without restraint or prejudice. You love to 

talk with everybody, especially those who attract your attention or curiosity. Although you seem to 

be flexible, you won't change your mind and are not easily influenced. You are not likely to worry 

about formalities, traditions or social acceptance. Your ideas are tuned into the Age of Aquarius: 

future-oriented and freedom-loving. Your family, friends or superiors may not understand you or 

think you are an eccentric; the reality is that you live far beyond the present. 
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***** Chapter 2 ***** 

Your abilities and your emotions, inhibitions and strengths. 

Hidden talents or challenges, Karma. 

 

    The location of the planets in the houses and the relationship between them can increase or 

decrease their power. Aspects of the Sun are related to our strength and those of the Moon affect the 

emotional world and are expressed on a subconscious level. 

 

     Aspects that affect your INDIVIDUALITY: 

 

Sun in 3rd house: 

 

    You have an exceptional mind which enables you to think and devise very personal solutions to 

your problems. It is important for you to study and to stimulate your intellect, because your self-

confidence will be based on that. Your success in life is related to a form of communication, such as 

journalism, literature, lecturing and teaching etc. 

 

    If you have brothers or sisters, they will exercise a powerful influence on your life and you may 

have a very strong attachment to one of them. Because of your inquisitive mind, you are likely to 

travel a lot and seek to communicate with different people. You tend to be very curious and are 

interested in everything that is different. The negative side of this influence could cause you to be 

nervous, fickle, arrogant or very dominant with your opinions. 

 

Sun Conjunct Saturn: 

 

    You are very serious, organized, demanding and a perfectionist. You like to have everything in its 

place and tend to be structured in your opinions. You are a person with strong principles; your word 

will be as good as gold and you will always keep your promises. Because you are serious and 

responsible, others will rely on you. You could excel in positions of authority and independence. 

This influence augurs well for success in the material world. 

 

Sun Trine Jupiter: 

 

    You have an optimistic attitude that will allow you to achieve your objectives without much 

effort. You radiate happiness and enthusiasm, which will increase your popularity and the possibility 

of receiving favors from those who like you. You are inclined to be a bit lazy and are fond of 

comfort. Your optimism could cause you to take everything too lightly and to neglect the details. 

Regardless, a touch of luck will always be with you and help you to leap forward. 

 

     Aspects that affect your EMOTIONS: 

 

Moon in 11th house: 

 

    You are likely to do well in organizational work or group activities. You can coordinate and direct 

or simply find great satisfaction in participating in groups. You tend to have many important friends, 
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especially female friendships, that will be with you all of your life. 

 

Moon Square Uranus: 

 

    You tend to have more ability to solve other people's problems than your own. You are not easy 

to please and may easily submit to some kind of notion or become hysterical. Try to control your 

nervousness and don't waste your energies. 

 

    Because of your eccentricity, you could be the target of criticism and gossip, but this is not likely 

to inhibit you. Thanks to your innovative and defiant attitude, you are an example for others and 

help them to change and not to resign to unsatisfactory or unjust situations. 

Moon Square Neptune: 

 

    You are very receptive to everything that happens around you and could easily assimilate 

negative energy when you are confronted with stressful situations. You tend to be fearful and try to 

escape situations that frighten you. If you don't acknowledge your own fears, you could be inclined 

to some type of vice or to work excessively. 

 

    You are very inspirational and have a natural ability for music. You also may be interested in 

mysterious and spiritual subjects. 

 

Moon Trine Mercury: 

 

    You have a rapid, imaginative, intelligent and retentive mind. If your customary work is related to 

some intellectual pursuit, you will be very successful. Otherwise you will have to seek a way of 

using your mental abilities by studying or writing, etc. This astrological influence could bring many 

trips and the possibility of communicating fluently with others. You have much common sense and 

your emotions are not likely to obstruct your reasoning. 

 

Moon Trine Mars: 

 

    You undertake your endeavors with great enthusiasm and your energy seems to be contagious. 

You are constructive, decisive and make your decisions rapidly. Others will rely on you and seek 

your support. You tend to have an abundance of physical energy which makes you qualified for 

activities that require physical effort. 

 

HIDDEN TALENTS: Scorpio on 12th house cusp 

 

    You will have to learn to discharge your aggressiveness constructively and positively. You are 

endowed with a wealth of physical energy and it is important that you keep your body in action, 

because otherwise your anxiety will increase. If you don't thoroughly use your impulses or energy, 

you will run the risk of leaving many of your projects incomplete. You also tend to neglect the 

dictates of your intuition and your ability to develop yourself in the world of metaphysics or the 

hidden sciences. 
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    Throughout your life you are likely to have some jealous or violent encounters that will stop your 

progress. You may have to face secret or powerful enemies or in other areas of your life, you may 

have serious problems or fraudulent judgements. 

 

Jupiter in 12th house: 

 

    Your wasted talent is your ability to act, entertain or amuse others. You also have a great aptitude 

for justice, but are not likely to use it professionally. It is necessary for you to feel needed by others, 

as you are very dependent on the reactions of others. This position offers a general protection for 

you, though you will have to learn to be more orderly, especially with papers and with legal aspects. 

Your great compassion makes you suited for professions in medicine or social work. 

 

Pluto in 12th house: 

 

    Your wasted talent is your capacity to be a leader and to direct others. You have a complex 

emotional life with many unexpected and unconscious reactions. You are reluctant to face changes 

in your life and prefer to cling to the past. Because of this, you work better behind the scenes in 

touch with needy people, where you will be able to show your ability to understand the 

psychological problems of others. If you don't learn to alleviate your inner stress, you could suffer 

some mental or physical ailments that are difficult to diagnose. 
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***** Chapter 3 ***** 

Expansion (Jupiter) and retraction (Saturn). 

To give and to receive. 

 

EXPANSION: Jupiter in Scorpio 

 

    Your sense of expansion manifests through your creativity and desire to change the world. You 

are an eternal investigator and because of your great desire to know and learn, you question 

everything. You are interested in the supernatural and are inclined toward spiritual and mystical 

things. You have great faith and confidence in yourself and will be very persistent in the search of 

your objectives. Your material success will be expressed through your tenacity, faith and energy. 

 

Jupiter in 12th house: 

 

    You are very sensitive, hospitable and like to give secretly. You have to be needed and are very 

dependent on other people's reactions to you. This position brings a general protection for you, 

although you will have to learn to be more orderly, especially with papers and the legal aspects of 

your life. Because of your great empathy, you would be good in the fields of medicine or social 

work. Your material growth is bound to the merit of the ideas you may have in your mind. 

 

Jupiter Trine Sun: 

 

    You have a very positive view about life and the abundance of the universe. You believe in your 

own prosperity and are generous with others. Your positive, happy, and optimistic attitude will help 

you to expand your enterprises, to improve your income and to enjoy what you do. 

 

RETRACTION: Saturn in Pisces 

 

    The inhibition principle affects your ability to assume responsibilities and to accept reality as it is. 

You are very imaginative, tend to live in the past and may have difficulties dealing with the present. 

You have great emotional understanding and humility and are willing to work with and for the 

underdog or those who are friendless. You need quiet and solitude to discover your abilities and 

would do well in the fields of literature, investigation or metaphysics. You take life too seriously 

and react emotionally to everything. It is important for you to practice emotional detachment, to face 

life more realistically, and to overcome your inner fears that could lead you to escape your 

responsibilities. 

 

 Saturn in 3rd house: 

 

    You have a penetrating mind that is capable of good concentration. You may have trouble 

communicating, as you tend to be inhibited in expressing your ideas and emotions. You also may be 

prone to melancholia or depression. You think conservatively and prefer realistic and concrete ideas 

to the abstract. It is important that you foster positive thoughts and replace those you have learned 

during childhood. Your principal frustration could be that of not studying or not reaching the 

intellectual level you desire. It is important for you to persevere with your studies. 
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Saturn Conjunct Sun: 

 

    You tend to judge others and yourself excessively. Your sense of perfection makes you inhibited 

and that stops you when you are not sure of doing something well. Your talents and natural ability 

are contained and you need to develop more self-confidence to reach success in life. You are very 

responsible and reliable, but also rigid and structured. 

 

Saturn Square Pluto: 

 

    You appear to be dictatorial and aggressive, but this is only your way of concealing your own 

insecurity. Fighting for power, you are likely to have frequent confrontations with your boss or other 

authority figures. You fiercely resist any change in your life. You have enormous strength, but can 

also be inflexible and fanatical. You will have to learn not to be egotistical, to try not to control 

everything, and to show your feelings more freely without fear of giving the impression of being 

weak. 

 

    Success in life depends to a great extent on the balance between giving and receiving, expanding 

and retracting. Even dwelling on the one and only failure you may have had is like not attempting 

anything. 
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***** Chapter 4 ***** 

Finances, source of income. 

Work in relation to your employment. 

 

    Described below are some possible sources of income. They may coincide, or not relate at all to 

your professional vocation. 

 

FINANCES: Capricorn on 2nd house cusp 

 

    Thanks to constant work, your financial progress in life will be slow and progressive. It is 

associated with an increase of maturity over time and because of this, you are likely to have some 

limitations, fluctuations or delays in material matters. You can excel in executive positions, in 

organization or in positions where you assume large responsibilities. You will have to learn to 

manage your own possessions and earnings, and also to save for the future; that way you will avoid 

suffering reverses or difficulties. 

 

    If you don't maintain your self-esteem and high confidence, you may suffer financial frustrations 

and seek protection from your close relatives. You have to rely on your own initiative. 

 

Uranus in 2nd house: 

 

    You will have to earn money through special and original methods that allow you to feel free, 

otherwise you will be very unstable and change jobs frequently. Your financial situation tends to 

fluctuate and you will rarely have what would be considered a steady income. You could do well in 

fields related to inventions, sciences, astrology, electricity, computers, vehicles, or human 

relationships. With your great desire for independence, you would do better in your own business 

than working for others. You ignore the accepted value system and usually substitute your own. You 

might receive money through either inheritances or partners. 

 

Neptune in 2nd house: 

 

    You may have inspirations and good ideas about making money, but if you don't learn to manage 

it, you are likely to have fluctuations involving loss and fraud or theft. You could do well in 

activities that permit you to channel your imagination and intuition, or those related to any kind of 

service or investigation, especially chemicals, gas or water. You should avoid too much credit 

buying, and shouldn't carry much cash with you, because cash tends to flow through your fingers. In 

general, you will have to watch your associations, as you tend to be an easy prey for money-making 

schemes. This position generates a danger of losses or thefts. 

 

Ruler of 2nd house in 3rd house: 

 

    Your income may be derived from a job or career which involves verbal as well as written 

communication, studies, travel, and also by working with a brother or sister if you have any, or other 

close relative. 
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    Earning money is in direct relationship to our self-esteem. If we consider ourselves valuable, 

money flows and comes into our lives. Work done with love and pleasure doesn't weigh us down 

and offers a better profit. 

 

WORK IN RELATION TO YOUR EMPLOYMENT: Taurus on 6th house cusp 

 

    Your work in relationship to your employment will be expressed by your friendliness and good 

disposition. You like to work in harmony and without difficulties. You need to feel safe and 

protected by your superiors or the company you work for. If there are no other challenging aspects, 

you will have a very good relationship with your co-workers and superiors. 
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***** Chapter 5 ***** 

Your creativity and recreational activities. 

Other skills and hobbies. 

 

    Hobbies are also part of our personality and through them, we express to a great extent our 

creative ability. It is important to enjoy our leisure activities and to complement them with our work 

or profession to reach greater balance. In our culture, we tend to place importance only on that 

which brings us money, thereby neglecting the expression of important parts of our personality. 

 

YOUR CREATIVITY: Aries on 5th house cusp 

 

    Your favorite recreational activities are likely to be sports: tennis, football, basketball, 

gymnastics, swimming and any other competitive physical activity; this will help you to discharge 

many tensions accumulated by your work. You also enjoy traveling, which stimulates your desire to 

conquer, know and explore new places and amuse yourself. You enjoy visiting places of nature as 

well as large cities. Your creativity will be expressed through your personal way of practicing a 

sport. 
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***** Chapter 6 ***** 

Your vocation, profession, probability of success and 

social recognition. 

 

Virgo-Libra MC (15 to 30 degrees Virgo) 

 

    Your destiny will allow you to combine your intelligence with your artistic ability in your 

professional life. Imagination and idealism will go together. Although you may have some ambition 

for money, your real goals will be more idealistic. If you work for others, you would never ask for 

special treatment from your boss and would never cause any problems with your co-workers. You 

obey orders and fulfill your job to the best of your ability. You have a strong sense of justice and a 

good memory. You pay attention to detail and are a good observer. You like to communicate with 

others and can learn different languages very easily. Your persuasive power combined with your 

intelligence enables you to bring peace to any quarrel. In order to succeed in your professional field, 

you need the support from your loved ones. You are easily influenced by others, and your ideas will 

not always be well thought out and solid. You will have to learn to think things through carefully 

and persevere through difficulties. 

 

    Your career choice could be one of the following professions, or a combination of some of them: 

attorney, organizer, artistic director, diplomat, teacher of languages, floriculturist, fashion designer, 

specialist in cosmetics, artist, public relations or in any other profession which involves beauty, 

order and harmony. 

 

Ruler of 10th house in 3rd house: 

 

    Your professional success is related to some form of self-expression. You feel a need to 

communicate and to express your own ideas through the profession you choose. Your career may 

necessitate a lot of traveling or you may publish notes or articles. 
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***** Chapter 7 ***** 

Summary. Your unique talents. 

 

    Each of us is born with a unique talent, and our function in life is to express it. Following are 

descriptions of the principal astrological influences that form your unique abilities. Although some 

probable professions are listed, your true vocation is a combination of all these elements. After 

reading these paragraphs, reflect on them and let your intuition help you to find your own synthesis. 

 

YOUR INDIVIDUALITY: Sun in Pisces 

 

    You were born to serve, to help, to collaborate, to understand and to heal. One of your missions is 

to teach others to act from the heart and to be concerned. You will excel in humanitarian and artistic 

activities, in those of service and in everything where you can develop your sensitivity, compassion 

and intuition. 

 

    Professions ruled by Pisces: agronomy, veterinary, biology, marine, artist, musician, doctor, 

nurse, chemist, psychologist, medium, footwear or liquor manufacturer, jailer, secret service, and all 

occupations or service activities related to sanitation. 

 

YOUR PERSONALITY: Ascendant Scorpio 

 

    The profession you choose will have to permit you to develop your ability to investigate, your 

attraction to investigation, and to find a balance between your emotions and your reason. Avoid 

projects where the human element is not important. 

 

YOUR EMOTIONAL NEEDS: Moon in Libra 

 

    Your job will have to satisfy your emotional need to please and to be accepted. You need to be in 

touch with people and to find that your presence provides peace, harmony and a solution to conflicts 

between two or more parties. You also need to express your creativity and your good taste in beauty 

and art. 

 

YOUR VOCATION: Virgo-Libra MC (15 to 30 degrees Virgo) 

 

    Your career choice could be one of the following professions, or a combination of some of them: 

attorney, organizer, artistic director, diplomat, teacher of languages, flower grower, fashion 

designer, cosmetologist, artist, public relations etc., or any other profession which involves beauty, 

order and harmony. Your success comes through your enthusiasm and optimism with which you 

carry out every one of your duties. 


